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Abstract. Gefitinib, an epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine 
kinase inhibitor (EGFR‑TKI) is an excellent therapeutic agent 
to treat EGFR mutation‑positive non‑small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC). However, the initial response decreases as chemore-
sistance develops. In the present study, gefitinib‑resistant EGFR 
mutant NSCLC PC‑9/GR cells were established to examine the 
characteristics and mechanisms associated with chemoresis-
tance. Axl expression in PC‑9/GR cells was transcriptionally 
upregulated, since Axl protein and mRNA expression levels 
were identified to be increased according to western blot analysis 
and reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction results. The 
inhibitory effect of celastrol on Axl protein expression level, 
cell viability and clonogenicity were identified in parental and 
gefitinib‑resistant PC‑9 cells. In addition, treatment of PC‑9/GR 
cells with celastrol and gefitinib in combination was demon-
strated to synergistically suppress Axl protein expression level, 
cell proliferation and migration. Taken together, upregulation of 
Axl expression seems to be associated with chemoresistance of 
PC-9/GR cells. Furthermore, celastrol targets Axl to exert its anti-
cancer effects in order to increase the susceptibility of PC‑9/GR 
cells to gefitinib and overcome chemoresistance.

Introduction

Lung cancer remains the chief cause of cancer death world-
wide (1). Most lung cancer is non‑small cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) corresponding to more than 85% of lung cancers (2). 
Platinum‑based chemotherapy has been prescribed as a 
first‑line treatment for NSCLC patients but yielded limited 
outcomes in terms of overall survival and 5‑year survival 
rate (3). In the past decade, there has been dramatic paradigm 
shift in the treatment of NSCLC, since constitutive activation 
of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) have been discov-
ered and verified to be closely correlated with the initiation, 
progression and poor prognosis of NSCLC (4-6).

EGFR is a member of the HER/ErbB family of receptor 
tyrosine kinase (RTK) composed of four closely related 
RTKs: EGFR (ErbB1), HER2/neu (ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3) 
and HER4 (ErbB4)  (7,8). These receptors are located in the 
plasma membrane and have similar structural features, that 
are extracellular ligand‑binding domain, a single transmem-
brane region, and a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domain (9). A 
number of ligands including epidermal growth factor (EGF) 
and transforming growth factor‑α, bind to EGFR, which 
induce receptor dimerization and autophosphorylation and/or 
transphosphorylation of tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic 
domain (10). Phosphorylation of EGFR evokes its kinase 
activity, which subsequently activates several downstream 
signaling molecules, including phospholipase C‑γ, Ras, 
phosphatidylinositol‑3 kinase (PI‑3K), Janus kinase (JAK), 
signal transducers and activators of transcription (STAT)s, 
protein kinase B (AKT/PKB) and mitogen‑activated protein 
kinases (MAPK) involved in regulation of many cellular 
processes, including cell proliferation, survival, migration and 
apoptosis (11). The oncogenic mechanisms to drive EGFR 
constitutively active are gene amplification and/or gene muta-
tions. Two most common EGFR‑activating mutations are short 
in‑frame deletions in exon 19, E746‑A750, and point muta-
tion in exon 21, L858R, which have been demonstrated to be 
useful biomarkers and therapeutic targets to treat NSCLC (12). 
Gefitinib, a first‑generation EGFR‑TKI, is a reversible inhibitor 
to competes with ATP to bind its binding pocket, which prevents 
EGFR‑induced activation of downstream signaling (13). It has 
been shown to be dramatically effective in NSCLC patients 
with EGFR‑activating mutations (14). However, most patients 
eventually develop resistance (15).
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Celastrol a pentacyclic triterpenoid (10‑Hydroxy‑ 
2,4a,6a,9,12b,14a‑hexamethyl‑11‑oxo‑1,2,3,4,4a,5,6,6a,11,12b, 
13,14,14a,14b‑tetradecahydro‑picene‑2‑carboxylic acid), 
extracted from roots of Tripterygium wilfordii Hook.f. and 
Celastrus regelii, L. has been reported to have antioxidant 
and anti‑inflammatory activities (16-18). The anticancer 
effect of celastrol has also been demonstrated by induction 
of apoptosis and inhibition of cell growth, proliferation and 
metastasis (19-22).

In this study, we first examined the effect of celastrol on 
Axl protein level and then if Axl inhibition by celastrol could 
reverse gefitinib sensitivity of EGFR mutant NSCLC cells with 
the acquired resistance. We observed the effect of celastrol, 
gefitinib, or both drugs on Axl protein level, cell proliferation, 
and migration in gefitinib‑resistant cells.

Materials and methods

Reagents and antibodies. Celastrol was obtained from 
Sigma‑Aldrich (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). PC‑9 
cells were purchased from the American Type Culture 
Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). Primers for Axl were 
synthesized by the domestic company, Bioneer Corp. 
(Daejeon, Korea). TRI reagent was obtained from Solgent 
Co., Ltd. (Daejeon, Korea). AmpliTaq DNA polymerase and 
Lipofectamine 2000 were obtained from Roche Diagnostics 
Corp. (Indianapolis, IN, USA) and Invitrogen (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), respectively. For Western 
blot analysis, specific antibodies against Axl and GAPDH, as 
well as secondary antibodies were obtained from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Inc., (Dallas, TX, USA).

Cell culture and establishment of gefitinib‑resistant cells. 
The subline of PC‑9 cells which are resistant to gefitinib 
(PC‑9/GR) were established by stepwise exposure of the 
parental cells to escalating concentrations of gefitinib (ranging 
from 0.5 to 10 µM). Both PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells were grown 
in RPMI‑1640 (Gibco BRL) containing 10% FBS, 2 mM 
L‑glutamine, 10 U/ml penicillin and 10 g/ml streptomycin at 
37̊C in 5% CO2 in a water‑saturated atmosphere.

Cell viability measurement. To measure cell viability, the 
number of viable cells was counted using Trypan blue. Briefly, 
3x103 cells were seeded into 60‑mm culture dish, grown 
overnight and then treated with the indicated concentrations 
of gefitinib alone, celastrol alone, or the two drugs in combina-
tion for 24 h. After treatment, cells were harvested and stained 
with 0.4% Trypan blue solution. Dye‑excluding viable cells 
were counted under the microscope. Cell viability was also 
expressed as a percentage of the viable cells with respect to 
untreated control cells.

Colony formation assay. PC‑9 or PC‑9/GR cells were seeded 
into 24 well plates (1x102 cells/well) and treated with the 
indicated concentrations of gefitinib alone, celastrol alone, or 
the two drugs in combination. Cells were then cultured for the 
next 7 to 10 days to form colonies. Colonies of >50 cells were 
stained with crystal violet (in 60% methanol; Junsei Chemical 
Co., Tokyo, Japan) and images were acquired using the 
RAS‑3000 Image Analysis System (FujiFilm, Tokyo, Japan).

Western blot analysis. Total cell lysates from PC‑9 and 
PC‑9/GR treated with the indicated concentrations of celas-
trol alone, gefitinib alone or the two drugs in combination 
were prepared using lysis buffer [1% Triton X‑100, 50 mM 
Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM Na3VO4, 
and protease inhibitor cocktail]. Untreated cells were used 
as controls. Protein concentrations were determined using 
Bio‑Rad protein assays. Proteins from the cell lysates were 
separated by 10% SDS‑PAGE, and electrotransferred onto 
nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were blocked 
for 30 min at room temperature in Tris‑buffered saline with 
0.05% Tween‑20 (TTBS) containing 5% non‑fat dry milk, and 
then incubated with TTBS containing a primary antibody for 
4 h at room temperature. After 3x10 min washes in TTBS, 
the membranes were incubated with peroxidase‑conjugated 
secondary antibody for 1 h. Following 3 additional 10‑min 
washes with TTBS, the protein bands of interest were visual-
ized using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection system 
(Amersham™ ECL™ Prime Western Blotting Detection 
Reagent; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA).

Reverse transcription‑polymerase chain reaction (RT‑PCR). 
Using TRI reagent, total RNAs from PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells 
were extracted and subjected to cDNA synthesis and PCR. The 
specific primers were as follows: Axl sense, 5'‑AAC CTT CAA 
CTC CTG CCT TCT CG‑3' and antisense, 5'‑CAG CTT CTC CTT 
CAG CTC TTC AC‑3'; GAPDH sense, 5'‑GGA GCC AAA AGG 
GTC ATC AT‑3' and antisense, 5'‑GTG ATG GCA TGG ACT GTG 
GT‑3'. The mRNA level of Axl was normalized to that of GAPDH.

Flow cytometry. To determine Axl protein level present in 
plasma membrane, FACS analysis was performed. Cells 
(1x106) were stained with 5 ug/ml anti‑Axl PE‑conjugated 
antibody for 15 min and subjected to flow cytometry using a 
Becton‑Dickinson FACS Caliber and analyzed by Cell Quest 
software (Becton‑Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA).

In vitro migration assay. Cells (2‑4x104 cells/well) were seeded 
into collagen I‑coated 96‑well plates (Essen BioScience, Ann 
Arbor, MI, USA) and grown overnight to form monolayer. 
According to the manufacturer's instructions, scratch wound 
was made onto monolayer and the detached cells were 
removed by washing with PBS. Cells were then treated with 
the indicated concentrations of gefitinib alone, celastrol alone, 
or the two drugs in combination for 48 h and the wound width 
was measured every 4 h using IncuCyte software (Essen 
BioScience, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

Statistical analysis. Data were expressed as the means ± SD of 
triplicate samples or at least three independent experiments. To 
determine statistical significance, Student's t‑test or one‑way 
analysis of variance followed by Dunnett's multiple compari-
sons test was performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.0.0 
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA) with a 
P‑value threshold of <0.05.

Results

Axl expression is upregulated in gefitinib‑resistant cells. 
Majority of patients treated with gefitinib, an epidermal growth 
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factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), 
develop resistance (15,23). To investigate the characteristics 
and underlying mechanisms of the acquired resistance of gefi-
tinib, we first established gefitinib‑resistant cells, PC‑9/GR, by 
treating parental PC‑9 cells with increasing concentrations of 
gefitinib in stepwise manner.

PC‑9/GR cells were found to have no prominent changes in 
size and shape compared to the parental PC‑9 cells, indicating 
that in morphological features, PC‑9/GR cells are not quite 
different from parental cells (data not shown). The sensitivities 
to gefitinib of these cells were assessed by the comparison of 
the viability of PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells under gefitinib treat-
ment ranging from 0.01 to 1,000 µM. Cell proliferation of both 
PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells was decreased in dose‑dependent 
manner, but upon higher than 10 M gefitinib, PC‑9 cells were 
far more sensitive to gefitinib than PC‑9/GR cells, indicating 
that PC‑9/GR cells had acquired chemoresistance to gefitinib 
(Fig. 1A).

Colony formation assay was further confirmed the acquired 
gefitinib resistance of PC‑9/GR cells. Both PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR 
cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of gefi-
tinib and then grown for next 7 days. As shown in Fig. 1B, 
gefitinib treatment decreased the clonogenicity of these cells 
in a dose‑dependent manner. Of note, parental PC‑9 was 
found to form significantly less number of colonies, in contrast 
to PC‑9/GR cells in response to gefitinib treatment. Taken 
together, these results indicate PC‑9/GR cells with gefitinib 
resistance was established.

Since overexpression and activation of Axl, a receptor 
tyrosine kinase (RTK), have been reported to be associated 
with resistance to various TKIs (24-27), we next examined 
if the acquisition of gefitinib resistance has an effect on the 
expression of Axl in PC‑9/GR cells. Both protein and mRNA 
levels of Axl in PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells were examined. 
As shown in Fig. 1C, Western blot analysis revealed that in 
PC‑9/GR cells, Axl protein level was significantly increased 
compared to parental PC‑9 cells. Up‑regulation of Axl expres-
sion in PC‑9/GR cell was further confirmed by RT‑PCR. Axl 
mRNA level in PC‑9/GR cells was found to be much higher 
than that in PC‑9 cells, which is consistent with Western blot 
analysis result.

Additionally, FACS analysis was performed to deter-
mine Axl protein level present in plasma membrane, since 
Axl is a cell surface receptor tyrosine kinase with single 
transmembrane domain. We found that membrane‑bound 
Axl protein level in PC‑9/GR cells was higher than that of 
parental PC‑9 cells (Fig. 1D). All these results indicate that 
Axl expression is increased in gefitinib‑resistant PC‑9/GR 
cells.

Celastrol reduces Axl expression and proliferation in both 
parental and gefitinib‑resistant cells. There have been several 
molecular targets of celastrol to regulate various cellular 
responses such as cell cycle, angiogenesis, and inflamma-
tion (19), but its effect on Axl expression was not examined 
yet. We first observed Axl protein level in PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR 
cells treated with celastrol. As shown in Fig. 2A, Axl protein 
levels in these cells treated with celastrol was significantly and 
dose‑dependently reduced, indicating that Axl is a novel target 
of celastrol.

Figure 1. Axl expression is transcriptionally upregulated in gefitinib‑resistant 
EGFR mutant NSCLC cells. PC‑9 cells were exposed to increasing concen-
trations of gefitinib in a stepwise manner to establish gefitinib‑resistant 
variants, PC‑9/GR cells. (A) Parental PC‑9 cells and gefitinib‑resistant 
PC‑9/GR cells were treated with 0.01 to 1,000 µM gefitinib for 24 h. The 
number of viable cells were counted using trypan blue exclusion assay. 
Each error bar represents the mean ± standard deviation of at least three 
replicates. *P<0.05 vs. 10-2 gefitinib‑treated group in PC‑9; #P<0.05 vs. 10-2 
gefitinib‑treated group in PC‑9/GR. (B) Cells (1x103 cells/well) were seeded 
onto 96‑well plates, treated with the indicated concentrations of gefitinib and 
allowed to grow for 7 days until colonies formed. The colonies were visual-
ized by crystal violet staining. The data shown is representative of at least 
three independent experiments. (C) Axl protein levels in PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR 
cells were determined by western blot analysis. GAPDH was used as a 
loading control. For RT‑PCR, total RNAs from PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR cells were 
isolated and used to amplify Axl mRNA. As a normalization control, GAPDH 
mRNA was also amplified using RT‑PCR. The data shown is a representative 
of three independent experiments. (D) To determine the Axl protein level in 
cell surface, cells (3x104) were stained with anti‑Axl PE‑conjugated antibody 
and then analyzed using flow cytometry. Results shown are representative of 
three independent experiments. GR, gefitinib‑resistant; PE, phycoerythrin; 
RT‑PCR, reverse transcription‑polymerase chain reaction.
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In consistent with the Western blot result shown the inhibi-
tory effect of celastrol on Axl expression, celastrol treatment of 
these cells was found to result in the dose‑dependent reduction 

of cell viability (Fig. 2B). Of note, survival rate of PC‑9 and 
PC‑9/GR cells treated with 4 µM celastrol were found to be 
only 13 and 24%, respectively.

The anti‑proliferative effect of celastrol was further 
confirmed by colony formation assay. Treatment of cells with 
celastrol suppressed the clonogenicity in dose‑dependent 
manner (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, PC‑9/GR cells exposed to 
4 µM celastrol formed more colonies compared to parental 
PC‑9 cells, which seemed to be resulted from the elevated Axl 
level of PC‑9/GR cells.

Celastrol and gefitinib cooperatively diminish Axl protein 
level, cell proliferation, and cell migration. Since Axl protein 
level is pretty elevated in PC‑9/GR cells, we investigated if 
Axl inhibition by celastrol could reverse gefitinib sensitivity 
of PC‑9/GR cells. To do this end, we observed the effect of 
celastrol and gefitinib in combination on Axl protein level, cell 
viability and cell migration.

As shown in Fig. 3A, cotreatment of PC‑9/GR cells with 
celastrol and gefitinib synergistically decreased Axl protein level 
compared to treatment of the cells with celastrol or gefitinib alone, 
indicating that celastrol augments gefitinib activity to reduce 
Axl expression. Cell viability was also found to be additionally 
attenuated by treatment of cells with celastrol and gefitinib in 
combination compared to treatments of cells with celastrol or 
gefitinib alone (Fig. 3B). This combinatorial effect of celastrol 
and gefitinib to inhibit cell proliferation was further confirmed 
by colony formation assay. As shown in Fig. 3C, PC‑9/GR cells 
exposed to celastrol and gefitinib formed less colonies than cells 
treated with single drug. Taken together, these results indicate 
that celastrol might sensitize cytotoxicity of gefitinib to overcome 
gefitinib resistance of PC‑9/GR cells via Axl targeting.

We then examined the effect of combination of celastrol 
and gefitinib on cell migration via wound healing assays. 
Compared to treatments of PC‑9/GR cells with celastrol or 
gefitinib alone, the combined treatment of cells with celastrol 
and gefitinib was found to result in much less reduction in 
wound surface area over time (Fig. 4A). Of note, the percentage 
reduction in wound area was 67.6% (celastrol alone), 64.6% 
(gefitinib alone), and 42.3% (cotreatment of two drugs), 
respectively (Fig. 4B). Taken together, these results indicate 
that celastrol seems to increase the susceptibility of PC‑9/GR 
cells to gefitinib via Axl targeting.

Discussion

Non‑small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients with activating 
mutation in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene 
are a much more sensitive to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tors (TKIs) compared to patients with wild‑type EGFR (6). 
The first‑generation EGFR‑TKIs, gefitinib and erlotinib, has 
been demonstrated to be highly effective and can even be 
prescribed as first‑line therapy of NSCLC harboring activating 
EGFR mutation. However, the resistance to these TKIs ulti-
mately emerged in majority of patients. Thus, identification 
of secondary mutations and understanding of the molecular 
mechanisms associated with the acquired resistance are urgent 
and essential to overcome relapsed NSCLCs.

In this study, PC‑9 cells with targetable driver mutation 
that is activating in‑frame deletion in exon 19 of EGFR 

Figure 2. Celastrol reduces Axl protein expression level and inhibits the 
proliferation of parental and gefitinib‑resistant cells. PC‑9 and PC‑9/GR 
cells (5x105 cells/dish) were seeded onto 100‑mm dishes, grown overnight 
and treated with 1, 2 and 4 µM celastrol for 24 h and then cells were 
harvested. (A) Total cell lysates were prepared and used to determine Axl 
protein expression levels using western blot analysis. GAPDH was used 
as a loading control. Result shown is a representative of three independent 
experiments. (B) To count the number of viable cells, trypan blue exclusion 
assay was conducted. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation 
of at least three independent experiments. *P<0.05 vs. untreated group in 
PC‑9; #P<0.05 vs. untreated group in PC‑9/GR. (C) Cells (1x103 cells/well) 
were seeded into 24‑well plates and treated with 1, 2 and 4 µM celastrol and 
grown for 7 days. The colonies were visualized by crystal violet staining. The 
data shown is representative of at least three independent experiments. GR, 
gefitinib‑resistant.
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were exposed to increasing concentrations of gefitinib to 
establish gefitinib‑resistant, PC‑9/GR, cells. As shown in 
Fig. 1C and D, Axl protein and mRNA levels in PC‑9/GR 
cells were found to be significantly increased, indicating that 
long‑term exposure of PC‑9 cells resulted in outgrowth of 
gefitinib‑resistant cells by up‑regulation of Axl expression. 
Axl is a member of Tyro/Axl/Mer (TAM) family of receptor 
tyrosine kinases (RTKs) (28). Activation of Axl has been 
known to be required for cell growth, migration, proliferation, 
and inhibition of apoptosis in many cancers (26,29-31). In 
consistant with our results, the induction of Axl expression has 
already been demonstrated in gefitinib‑ or erlotinib‑resistant 
EGFR‑mutant NSCLC cells or NSCLC tumor xenografts, 
respectively (25,32,33). In addition, a number of studies 
reported that the acquisition of resistance to other TKIs, 
including imatinib and nilotinib is correlated with abnormal 
activation and/or overexpression of TAM RTKs in various 
cancers such as chronic myeloid leukemia cells (26,34). 
Therefore, the inhibition of Axl or other members of TAM 
RTKs which were aberrantly regulated in TKI‑resistant cells 

might recover susceptibility to TKIs, which subsequently 
overcome the acquired resistance.

Celastrol was found to inhibit proliferation of both 
parental cells, PC‑9, and gefitinib‑resistant cells, PC‑9/GR 
(Fig. 2A and B). In consistent with our data, the anticancer effect 
of celastrol was observed in many cancers, including breast, 
cervical, colon, gastric, prostate cancers (35-39). Furthermore, 
chemosensitizing effect of celastrol have also been revealed 
in cisplatin‑ and gefitinib‑resistant cells (19,40-42), since 
PC‑9/GR cells treated with celastrol and gefitinib in combi-
nation synergistically decreased Axl protein level, cell 
proliferation, and cell migration (Figs. 3 and 4). The coopera-
tive efficacy of combined therapy with celastrol and several 
anticancer agents has been reported in doxorubicin‑resistant 
colon cancer cells, cisplatin/gefitinib‑resistant NSCLC cells 
via induction of apoptosis, inhibition of JNK/ATF2 pathway, 
and autophagic degradation of EGFR, respectively (40,42). 
Interestingly, Wang et al (41) reported that the combined 
treatment with celastrol and EGFR‑TKIs such as gefitinib 
and erlotinib was found to be more effective to inhibit inva-
sion of NSCLC cells with an EGFR T790M mutation, while 
EGFR‑TKIs alone had little effect on it. Increasing evidence 
indicates that celastrol might be a potent candidate to augment 
the sensitivity of conventional chemotherapeutic agents in 
numerous cancers.

In summary, our data indicate that celastrol downregulates 
Axl expression in parental and gefitinib‑resistant NSCLC cells. 

Figure 3. Celastrol and gefitinib cooperatively diminish Axl protein expres-
sion level and cell proliferation. PC‑9/GR cells (5x105 cells/dish) were seeded 
onto 100‑mm dishes, grown overnight and treated with 2 µM celastrol, 
10 µM gefitinib or combination of celastrol and gefitinib for 24 h. (A) For 
western blot analysis, the total cell lysates were prepared to determine Axl 
protein expression level. GAPDH was used as a loading control and results 
shown are representative of at least three independent experiments. (B) To 
assess cell viability, trypan blue exclusion assay was conducted. Data are 
represented as mean ± standard of at least three independent experi-
ments. *P<0.05 vs. untreated group. (C) For colony formation assay, cells 
(1x103 cells/well) were seeded in 24‑well plates and treated with the indicated 
each drug or combination of celastrol and gefitinib and allowed to grow for 
7 days. Colonies were visualized by crystal violet staining. The data shown 
is representative of three independent experiments. GR, gefitinib‑resistant.

Figure 4. Celastrol and gefitinib synergistically suppresses cell migration. 
PC‑9/GR (5x104) cells were seeded into 96 well plates and grown overnight. 
Scratch wound was made onto monolayer of cells. (A) Cells were treated 
with 2 µM celastrol, 10 µM gefitinib or combination of celastrol and gefitinib. 
The initial wound is marked in dark gray. Result shown is a representative 
of three independent experiments. (B) The percentages of wound width 
reduction were calculated at 24 h post‑incubation using IncuCyte software. 
Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of triplicate samples. 
*P<0.05 vs. the control group. GR, gefitinib‑resistant.
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Thus, Axl seems to be a novel target of celastrol to inhibit cell 
proliferation and to increase the susceptibility of gefitnib‑resis-
tance cells to gefitinib, which lead to overcome chemoresistance.
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